Can Peace Change the Nature of Terrorists?
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Terrorism and suicide can never be considered as an unavoidable or acceptable phenomenon in a society. If terrorism phenomena continue, they follow a strategic and rational logic. Considering terrorism as one of the most difficult and complex problems of society, if its nature and ideological or psychological distortion derives the analytical mind from reality. This thinking approach keeps terrorists in a tunnel and directs them to target and kill the innocent people to continue their terrorist suicide. This confusion is also due to the analysis of terrorist with emotions and perceptual judgements. Since the act of terror never conforms to human and social norms, it seems meaningless and non-understandable to the people. On the contrary to the common belief, terrorism is a well-integrated and well-calculated behavior that attempts to achieve a political goal. It must be accepted that terrorism is never an imported phenomenon. This notion and the fact that political distortions may not elevate our minds from the origins of terrorisms and their grounding grounds. It is true that ideas of fundamentalism may emanate from another land, but it is never possible for a completely alien with different language to accurately identify the mission addresses in order to do their terror job. Evidence suggests that terrorists and suicide bombers have a full local identity, but are being funded and directed by outside powers and political networks. They cannot find their funding resources from the domestic sources, but it is never possible to identify and act upon their sources. Therefore, the psychologists are the descendants of their own homeland considering themselves the real apologists of their lands, and so they seek in institutionalization as the best purpose for implementing their radical ideas in that land.

As countries emerge from violent conflict, one of the critical questions is whether they have the external support and the assistance tools geared toward national healing, reconciliation, and reintegration of perpetrators. Afghanistan is rich with valuable natural resources. While these economic opportunities present exciting possibilities for development and growth, history has shown that natural resources can be catastrophic for economic and political opportunities present exciting possibilities for development and growth, history has shown that natural resources can be catastrophic for economic and political opportunity for a government to establish legitimacy, and an opportunity for a government to establish legitimacy and an opportunity for a government to establish legitimacy. Hence, they rely on external resources and receive comprehensive support from the outsiders. As studies show terrorists are the descendants of their own homeland considering themselves the real apologists of their lands, and so they seek in institutionalization as the best purpose for implementing their radical ideas in that land.

As the impossibility of legislating either No Deal or May’s deal has become apparent, the aura of inevitability that has protected Brexit zealots from serious challenge since 2016 is vanishing, and soon the sense of inevitability, far more than genuine anti-European conviction, is what has discouraged Britain from changing its mind and it is conducive to strengthening the confidence of the terrorism. This is the main reason for failure of terrorisms in some countries. There is the possibility of failure of terrorisms in Iraq and Syria. Although terrorists had accurate and well-coordinated strategy in Iraq and Syria, the intrinsic battle of Iraqi government reduced them disorganized inmate as completely abandoned their operations. Iraq was the homeland of ISIL. But the ISIL government has never approached the people with justice and feasibility. With inflating several blows and bombardment put them being used as the most effective method. The tactic of assassi- nation and assault is used to impose the most destructive dam- age. So, terrorists act and violence are based on cost and benefit analysis. They try to inflict the most devastating damage with the least costs. The best way to curb the suicide attack is reducing the confi- dence for victory. This is the reason for failure of ISIL in Iraq and Syria. Terrorists who have accurate and well-coordinated strategy in Iraq and Syria, the intrinsic battle of Iraqi government reduced them disorganized inmate as completely abandoned their operations. Iraq was the homeland of ISIL. But the ISIL government has never approached the people with justice and feasibility. With inflating several blows and bombardment put them being used as the most effective method. The tactic of assassi- nation and assault is used to impose the most destructive dam- age. So, terrorists act and violence are based on cost and benefit analysis. They try to inflict the most devastating damage with the least costs.

This means that the terrorists are the descendants of their own homeland considering themselves the real apologists of their lands, and so they seek in institutionalization as the best purpose for implementing their radical ideas in that land. 
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A times of political turmoil, events can move from impossible to inevitable over even passing through improbable. In early 2016, the idea of Brexit – the UK leaving the European Union seemed as most absurd as the next American president being the six-time boxer and serial sexual predator by Trump. A few months later, Brexit and the Trump presidency were universally acknowledged as the inevitable. Hence, they rely on external resources and receive comprehensive support from the outsiders. As studies show terrorists are the descendants of their own homeland considering themselves the real apologists of their lands, and so they seek in institutionalization as the best purpose for implementing their radical ideas in that land.

As the impossibility of legislating either No Deal or May’s deal has become apparent, the aura of inevitability that has protected Brexit zealots from serious challenge since 2016 is vanishing, and soon the sense of inevitability, far more than genuine anti-European conviction, is what has discouraged Britain from changing its mind.

The best way to curb the suicide attack is reducing the confidence for victory. This is the main reason for failure of ISIL in Iraq and Syria. Although terrorists had accurate and well-coordinated strategy in Iraq and Syria, the intrinsic battle of Iraqi government reduced them disorganized inmate as completely abandoned their operations. Iraq was the homeland of ISIL. But the ISIL government has never approached the people with justice and feasibility. With inflating several blows and bombardment put them being used as the most effective method. The tactic of assassination and assault is used to impose the most destructive damage. So, terrorists act and violence are based on cost and benefit analysis. They try to inflict the most devastating damage with the least costs. The best way to curb the suicide attack is reducing the confidence for victory. This is the main reason for failure of ISIL in Iraq and Syria. Although terrorists had accurate and well-coordinated strategy in Iraq and Syria, the intrinsic battle of Iraqi government reduced them disorganized inmate as completely abandoned their operations. Iraq was the homeland of ISIL. But the ISIL government has never approached the people with justice and feasibility. With inflating several blows and bombardment put them being used as the most effective method. The tactic of assassination and assault is used to impose the most destructive damage. So, terrorists act and violence are based on cost and benefit analysis. They try to inflict the most devastating damage with the least costs.

This means that the terrorists are the descendants of their own homeland considering themselves the real apologists of their lands, and so they seek in institutionalization as the best purpose for implementing their radical ideas in that land.